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What other bag can say that it can protect you, your gear, others, and
the planet? In addition: timeless trekking style is elevated with exceptional
modern functionality.

NEW ORIGIN backpacks and bags by Travelon
Constructed with certified recycled and antimicrobial fabric, and a patented
anti-theft security system. Easily the most thoughtful bags for our world.
Certified GRS Recycled fabric is changing the way we think. ORIGIN recycled fabric
doubles the bag life - with half the environmental impact.
Eliminating virgin polyester not only reduces fabric rigidity, but increases durability, makes the
bags lighter and resistant to water and stains. ORIGIN’s outer fabric is engineered with a densely
woven recycled polyester resulting in high-performance material strength and comfort, with the
look and feel of a cotton canvas.
Cleaning up our world and doing our part.
ORIGIN was designed to reduce our dependence on petroleum as a raw material source. In so
doing, we reduced our CO2 emissions which reduced our carbon footprint by 45-50 percent
and divert plastic bottles from oceans and waste streams into ORIGIN bags. What do these
stats mean?
ORIGIN backpacks and bags help to:
• Reduces the amount of plastics in oceans and waste streams
• Reduces greenhouse gases
• Conserves vital energy and water
Certified Antimicrobial protects you and those you come in contact with. ORIGIN backpacks
and bags provide a layer of protection between you and an unclean world.
Wherever we go, millions of infectious germs live and thrive on surfaces, and then are carried
back into the places where we want to feel safe: our homes, our schools even our work places.

For additional information, visit www.travleonbags.com

Intelligent Antimicrobial by Silvadur™ of DuPont® is woven into ORIGIN fabrics, to inhibit the
growth of microbes on Origin backpacks and bags.
Look up and see the world in front of you when you carry an Origin Anti-Theft bag.
You can sense the freedom of the patented Travelon 5-point Anti-Theft security system within
every ORIGIN bag. Anti-Theft security protection is found within our 4-layer construction, past
the outer material to the anti-theft barrier layer for slash-resistance. Locking compartments and
straps prevent pickpockets and opportunistic thefts. RFID blocks and protects your identity on
cards and passports stored within.
ORIGIN backpacks and bags are created to provide the everyday voyager with the perfect
bag including the features that make the everyday journey go well.
Each piece invokes a bit of nostalgia and offers modern functionality. ORIGIN redefines timeless
design while maintaining extraordinary regard for detail.
Environmental and wellness certifications, registrations, and patent awards:
•
•
•

Over 58% of material used to make ORIGIN bags is GRS certified rPET
Silvadur™ Antimicrobial is OEKO-Tex certified, Blue Sign Approved, certified Blue Sign
System Partner, and is an EPA registered product
Travelon has been awarded over 140 US Patents for its bags

NEW “No Excuses” Origin Collection of Backpacks and Bags are:
• Sustainable
• Antimicrobial
• Anti-Theft

To learn more about Silvadur Antimicrobial technology, please see our CLEAN video:
https://youtu.be/VFjxngc2hbU
For additional information, visit www.travleonbags.com
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By introducing recycled materials, it changed our thinking.
At Travelon, we work with some of the world’s most advanced textiles, but we’re also
determined to limit their impact on the environment. And the number one way
to reduce a bags impact is to make it out of recycled fabric. Origin was designed to
reduce our dependence on petroleum as a raw material source. In so doing, we also
reduced our CO2 emissions which reduced our carbon footprint by 45-50 percent.
Also, diverting plastic bottles from oceans and waste streams and into Origin bags is
helping change the thinking of our industry and clean up our world.
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Function First Equipped with a host
of intuitive, travel and tech friendly
features, Origin is setting the standard for
everyday sojourners with gear. The Origin
concept bridges city life and the outdoors.
Exceptional for work, school or a nature trek.
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The science of intelligent
antimicrobial protection
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Double the lifespan, half the impact.
Eliminating virgin polyester not only
reduced fabric rigidity, happily it also
increased durability making it lighter
and more comfortable to wear.
In choosing recycled fabric we created
a bag that exceeds its virgin material
counterparts. Origin’s outer material is
engineered with a densely woven recycled
polyester resulting in high-performance
material strength and comfort. To further,
reduce our impact and increase your
safety it’s infused with Silvadur™ by
DuPont®, an intelligent antimicrobial that
inhibits the spread of microorganisms,
and a durable droplet barrier. Our 4-layer
construction goes past the outer material
to a layer that is a theft-barrier, and part
of Origin’s total Anti-Theft bag security
system. Lastly, we add a layer of padding,
then finish with a durable interior lining.
Origin, easily the safest bag for our world.
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Anti-Theft

Sustainable, antimicrobial and anti-theft
Highest quality recycled material, antimicrobial
anti-theft, durable, lightweight, water resistant

• Health safety
• Environmental safety
• Design patents

ENVIRONMENTAL & WELLNESS CERTIFICATIONS, REGISTRATIONS & PATENT AWARDS
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ORIGIN MATERIALS
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Created to provide the everyday voyager with the perfect bag, the
Origin collection has been thoughtfully designed from the ground up to include
the attributes that aid in the everyday journey. Featuring timeless silhouettes
inspired by the world around us. Each piece invokes a bit of nostalgia yet
offers modern functionality. Origin redefines timeless design while
maintaining an exceptional regard for detail.
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ORIGIN STYLE

Timeless mountaineering
and trekking bag style

Elevated with exceptional modern
functionality and popular silhouettes.
A custom lining pattern gives a further
nod to Origin’s lifestyle sensibility.

43552 / NEW ORIGIN ANTI-THEFT LARGE BACKPACK
Made from sustainable recycled RPET material • Infused with SilvadurTM by DuPont®, Intelligent
Antimicrobial Protection • Anti-Theft security system; padded straps are secured at back
panel • Wide opening interior compartment includes padded sleeve for 15.6” laptops or tablets • Front
zippered pocket and flapcovered zippered pocket • Compartment for organization with slip
pockets and zippered pocket and tethered key clip with LED light • Front zippered
pockets • Side slip pocket for water bottle • Padded back and shoulder straps for a comfortable
carry • Rear pass through strap for sliding over wheeled bag handles
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Black-500
Lt Blue Print Interior

Driftwood-762
Lt Blue Print Interior

PATENTED ANTI-THEFT
SECURITY SYSTEM

Slash-resistant
mesh body panels

material rPET polyester size 12” W X 18” H X 7”D cubic liters 26
weight 1.95 lbs case pack 3

Slash-resistant
straps

Locking
compartments

RFID blocking
interior pockets
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43551 / NEW ORIGIN ANTI-THEFT DAYPACK
Made from sustainable recycled RPET material • Infused with SilvadurTM by DuPont®
Intelligent Antimicrobial Protection • Anti-Theft security system; padded straps are
secured at back panel • Wide opening interior compartment includes padded sleeve for
14” laptops or tablets, a zippered pocket and slip pockets, and key clip with LED light • Padded
back panel and shoulder straps for a comfortable carry • Compartment with organization
panel • Two front flap pockets • Rear pass through strap for sliding over wheeled bag handles

Black-500
Lt Blue Print Interior
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PATENTED ANTI-THEFT
SECURITY SYSTEM

Driftwood-762
Lt Blue Print Interior

Slash-resistant
mesh body panels

Slash-resistant
straps

material rPET polyester size 11” W X 16” H X 5.5”D
cubic liters 13.5 weight 1.45 lbs case pack 3

Locking
compartments

RFID blocking
interior pockets
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43553 / NEW ORIGIN ANTI-THEFT SMALL BACKPACK
Made from sustainable recycled RPET material • Infused with SilvadurTM by DuPont® Intelligent
Antimicrobial Protection • Anti-Theft security system; padded straps are secured at back panel • Roomy
main compartment with zippered pocket and padded tablet sleeve that fits most devices up
to 11” x 9”. Includes organization panel, zippered pocket and tethered key clip with LED light • Front flap
covered zippered pocket • Quick grab carry handles with secure wrap, and padded
back panel with adjustable webbing straps
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Black-500
Lt Blue Print Interior

Driftwood-762
Lt Blue Print Interior
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PATENTED ANTI-THEFT
SECURITY SYSTEM

25732 05766

Slash-resistant
mesh body panels

material rPET polyester size 9.5” W X 13” H X 5”D cubic liters 8.5
weight 1.15 lbs case pack 3
5

Slash-resistant
straps

Locking
compartments

RFID blocking
interior pockets
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43555 / NEW ORIGIN ANTI-THEFT SLIM BAG
Made from sustainable recycled rPET material • Infused with SilvadurTM by DuPont® intelligent Antimicrobial
protection • 5-Point Anti-Theft security system • Large flap covered front slip pocket and quick
access rear slip pocket • Main compartment has slip pockets, zippered pocket and fits most tablets up to 9.7”
Adjustable soft webbing strap, tethered key clip with LED light

Black-500
Lt Blue Print Interior

Driftwood-762
Lt Blue Print Interior

material rPET polyester size 7.75” W X 10” H X 2”D
strap drop length 15”-28” strap length 61” weight 0.75 lbs case pack 3

43554 / NEW ORIGIN ANTI-THEFT HIP PACK
Made from sustainable recycled rPET material • Infused with SilvadurTM by DuPont® Intelligent Antimicrobial
protection • 5-Point Anti-Theft security system • Wear 2 ways – as a hip pack or crossbody as a
sling • Easy access front zippered pocket • Main compartment with slip pocket, zippered pocket and tethered
key clip with LED light • Adjustable soft webbing waist strap fits most waist sizes up to 60”

Black-500
Lt Blue Print Interior
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PATENTED
5-POINT ANTI-THEFT
SECURITY SYSTEM

Driftwood-762
Lt Blue Print Interior

Slash-resistant
mesh body panels

material rPET polyester size 10” W X 5.5” H X 2”D
strap length 60” (max circumference) weight 0.65 lbs case pack 3

Slash-resistant
straps

Locking straps

Locking
compartments

RFID blocking
interior pockets
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www.travelonbags.com
11333 Addison Avenue
Unit 200
Franklin Park, IL 60131
800.537.5544
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